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Mullin,· various 1/e:c X cultivars. and a few Clwmaecypan s and Cryptomerta cultivars. This
garden is poised for a great growth year in 1996. Main problem: developing a good trail
strategy lhrough this garden and connecting to existing theme gardens.
4.
An - Alternative fruits Ga rden'"" was initiated m September, 1995 with a planting on
the northern edge of the vegetable garden. Planted by a Fruit and Vegetable Production crass,
this small first planting is mainly composed of plants donated by Mr. Sherwood Aiken of Sibley,
Louisiana. Sherwood is a priceless plant enthusiast whose long lite of planning and planting,
nurseries and gardens has left him one happy man. While he has many, many years o f
nurserying under his belL he is but a young gardener. Plants tnc lude three varieties of Jujubes.
Zctphusju;ubu ('Swobodd; ' S.O.'), Pawpaw, A.simma trtloba ('Sunflower,' ·Taytwo,' ·Reb
Gold: ' Mary foos J; and ' Mitchell'), Mayhaws. Crataeguf opaca ('WiMie # 7; ·superspur:
' WiM•e :! I 0,' ' Winnie # 8'), a Goombi berry, E/aegnus mulujlora, and a Prum~ (sloe plum).
The collection of hard-to-find cultivars are now happy in their new home: a full-sun, easy access,
high visibility location near the College A venue sidewalk.

5. An " Art/Alley" garden was constructed in the fall of 1995 in the 60' X 14'lane that bes
between the two Art buildings. Prior to the garden's development., this little strip was an
eyesore: a barren sweep of beaten down grass, very poorly drained and a favorite place for the
smokers m the bu1lding to deposit their buns.. MT. Jon Wink, Chair of the An Depanment, asked
if we could do something in this little courtyard and J turned the task over to Robert Simkunas.
Roben is a Horticulture/An major and a work-study student for the Arboretum. Robert tackJed
the project with vigor and enthusiasm. He created rock-lined drainage lanes that captured the
bulk of the downspout flooding. He planted a diverse collection of plants that love shade,
including the following Buxus microphyl/a varieties: ' Henry Hohman,' ' Helen Whiting,'
' Japonica; ·Green Beauty,' ' Morris Dwarf.' 'Koreana,· ' Sunnyside,' ' Green Mound,' and ' John
Baldwin' . ln addition, we have planted a rare Bu:cus htmalayenstS, Bw:us harlamiu. Bw:us
stmca msulans 'Tide Hill,' and Bw:us srmca ·Justin Brower.' Other special plants include a
Foekmta hodgmsi1, three Acer truncaJUm trees. Taxus chmensis, and one very ran: Torreya
grandtS. finally, we chose this location as good shelter for the questionably hardy Camptotlreco
acummllfll, the happy tree of China, a species highly sought because of its cancer-fighting
reputation. Interspersed in this courtyard garden are dozens of small k:urume azaleas (these may
be shifted out or around a bit as the boxwoods and others fill their space).
6. Additions to the "C onifer and BoUy Garden" have been substantial in 1995. Adjacent to
the shrub border described above, this garden lies between the physical plant and the An
building on a dry, sunny, harsh slope. After many years, this seldom-visited section of the
Arboretum is j ust now coming into its own. ln the past this garden bas been one of the first to
get a little weedy or go dry a bit longer than prudent. That' s probably related to the distance and
problems in other high visitation areas of the Arboretum, pushing this spot to the back burner.
In spite of this harsh early life, an interesting grouping of plants are now well established on this
sunny slope. Some of the five and six year old conifers that deserve mentioning include a 10'
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hard freezes (one into the lower twenties), all varieties had been burned free of leaves except
one: L ·Pmkie· remained green and healthy As Dr. George analyzes the results of this aCTossthe-state test and tables them.! Wlll include the results in future newsletters.
II. The "'Pe rennia l Border"' had a temfic year in 1995. Ruth Williamson served as the curator
and the best testtmony I can give is thts, I never pulled a weed there last year. Standouts
included all the ornamental grasses, Penvtemon triflorus, and P. ·Husker Red· Good
combmations noted this past year included a nice planting of Chrysanthemum 'Country Girl'
next to a colony of Aster ' Purple Dome· (terrific; blooms at same time in the fall, white-pink
and dark purple blooms, respectively). Ruth finally subdued the Sa/vias and Chasmantlttum
luttfolwm, inland sea oats, into staying within their allotted territory. At the north end of the
border by the telephone pole, a new planting has been added ln this smaU patch are several
varieties of Budd/eta, the butterfly bush and a smattenng of other interesting plants. The
Erythrinas were everywhere this year. Verbena ·Homestead Purple' (very disease-resistant and
durable Verbena) looked strong with no sign of mildew and bloomed off and on much of the

year
12. The - Jean Barnhart Daylily Garden- had a show m 1995 so bright that we thought about
passing out sunshades during the May Garden Gala Day. The garden was rededicated in April
\995 as a surprise for Jean. Jean is a a nationally-known hybridizer, a superlative plants lady,
and friend of the Arboretum. Jean has two varieties sitting on Chelsea trail in England, the entry
of which is judged by the Royal Horticultural Society. ln attendance: Delores Jones, Sue Casper
Norma Singleton, Sondra AJiiston. Maxine Gwinn, Jean Consford.lmogene Pugh. Jackie
Timmons, and Max Pugh. The garden received a face lift in 1995. We have planted a screen of
Magnolia granditlora ' Brackeo·s Brown Beauty· down the south s:ide. We have added a path of
14 • pavers down the middle, smoothly and effectively connecting the Texas Heritage Garden
with the Herb Garden. The Daylily Society will have hundreds of named varieties of daylilies
for sale during the day-long May 18, 1996 Garden Gala Day. ln 1995, we ran out right at the
beginmng of the sa.le.
There are many other significant plant additions here and there in the gardens and just
about every area of the garden has received a transfusion. 1996 will be a critical year. The key
ingredient to success depends oo the first two o r three years of establishment irrigation, light
fertilization. good mulch program and timely weeding.

OTRER ARBORETUM IMPROVEMENTS
In addition to plants, the Arboretum enjoyed a linle housekeeping this past year. A
railing has been placed around the fountain and down the steps that lead to the clking
Environment·• Drainage improvements have been made here and the.re (much more is needed).
The Nonh Woods, the future site of the ..endangered plants garden,- was mowed twice in 1995,
spruc~d up and lots of brush eliminated. Winter ryegrass was spread over the entire area in the
Fall, 1995. Bridges have been strengthened to better deal with flood events.
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approach developed.
<-·Expedition to Mexico w;thLynn Lowrey.
1988.

<Dry Garden created as foundation planting of Art building.

' Shelby County courthouse landscape project. an outreach effort that involves
students planting a wide variety of native trees and shrubs.
<'Irrigation system expanded into the bottomland (2~ mainline. manual valves, I"
submains, 6' risers on steel t-posts, and impact sprinklers on a 50' X 50' grid).
Student volunteers. Philosophy: " .. . you pay for an irrigation system whether
you buy one or not.'' Irrigation is a key factor the garden's success.
<Garden structures: two bridges, five benches, landscape timber steps.
<'Bog Garden is created in a naturally wet area of the bottomland. Peter Loos
takes chief design and curatorial role.
~A holly row created along the La.Nana Creek trail. Jlex opoco varieties adjacent
to the native plants garden and Oriental hollies adjacem to Asian valley section.
( A full-sun container growing area created by three students: 24' X 90'.
<'First crude hand-drawn map handout placed at kiosk at front of arboretum.
('Vegetable garden created at the north end of the Arboretum complete w;th
solid-set sprinkler irrigation.
<'A conifer and holly garden was created on the south side of the Physical plant as
well as a foundation planting for the eastern face of the An building. RR ties,
mulch.
<'S.B. Hayter trust funds a two-year site analysis of a proposed plant sanctuary,
Mill Creek Gardens. Chuck Martindale's MS thesis project.
<'Two-week tour of east coast Arboretums and botanical gardens.
1989:

<Continued plantings of the new coniferJboUy garden. the bog garden.
<'Bog Garden getS a 60' long catwalk - Chuck Martindale and Rick Rankin.
<'Herb Society of Deep East Texas tackles an expansion plan.
<'Arboretum becomes a part of the laNana creek trail project.
<'Ten-day excursion across the south visiting arboretums and botanical gardens,
nurseries, and plant enthusiasts. Return with many new plants.
OPiant inventory moved to computere database and hand-drawn maps updated.
Rick Rankin begins survey work of the arboretum.
<>Expedition to Mex.ico w;th Lynn Lowrey, Ted Doremus, Alice Staub, John
Fairey, Carl Schoenfeld. and Meg Hoey. Rerum with many new plants (seed and
cuttings).
<'December 23, 1989 record low. Temperanu-e dips to zero.

1990:

<'Local chapter of the American Hemerocallis Society establishes the daylily
garden - $2000 gift. Railroad tie beds and plans for a fountain.
<-Daughters of the Republic ofTexas gift allows for the creation of the Texas
Heritage Garden - plants popular in early Texas landscapes. $2000 gift.
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densely covered with rust to brown colored stiff hairs. This herbaceous perennial pre fers full
sun in open marshy areas that experience periodic flooding. h is reported that tolerance to
standing wat.er is present dWl ng the dormancy period but not during growth. The initiation of
flowenng can be delayed 1f water levels remain high mto mid spring (Nemec, 1994) The sawfly.
Atomacera deceptu is known for causing the most damage in the wild to both foliage and seed.
(Blanchard, 1976)
Literature Review- There has been little work done with Hlbtscus dasycalyx, mainly due to its
rarity. An article published in Septe mber 1958 (Blake, 1958) describes H. dasycalyx by
comparing its foliage to that of H. coccmeus and its corolla to that of H. laevtS. This species is
named ''distinguishable from all other United States Hibiscus species by its densely spreading
hirsute calyx··. (Blake, 1958) This description was writt.e o by Ivan Shiller ( 1955) who visited the
Highway 94 colony in Trinity County. Texas while doing research on the pink bollworm,
Pec11nophora go.~~ypiel/a, one of the greatest insect enemies of the genus Hibiscus.
A thesis by Cornell University Orland J. Blanchard Jr. was devoted to Hibiscus section Trionum
Sensu Lato in 1976. This body of work includes morphological descriptions, systematics,
hybridization studies and distribution/habitat information for Hibiscus including H. dasyca/y,--c
found in section Muenchhusta. Section Muenchhusta includes five species (H. moscheutos, H.
laevt.' or mtlttaris, H. grand.Jjlorus. H. coccmeus and H. dasycalyx) that are almost entirely
confined to the conterminous United States extending from coastal Massachusetts south. mostly
along the Atlantic coastal plain to peninsular Florida and across to Texas. The plants of this
section occur from eastern Texas north to Canada and east. All are hydrophytes in the wild but it
has been observed that they can survive drainage of their habitat It is suggested that under
cultivation they actually prefer well drained rather than wet soils. Seed dispersal would appear to
be almost e ntirely water dependent. Even though there is a problem with interspecific
hybridization, H. dasyca1yx is facultatively self-pollinating. That js, its stigma recurves into the
anther mass toward the end of the day. All Hibiscus i:n section Muenchhusia bave chromosome
counts of nineteen (Blanchard. 1976).

The confusion betv.'een H. /aevis and H. mllllar/S is explained in this publication.
H.laev1s was the name originally published by Allionj in tm. It therefore predates Cavanilles'
H.militaris and is retained as the name for H. /aevis. H. laevis is also known as the Halberdleaved Marsh Mallow or the Halberd-leaved Rose Mallow.(Unk, RHS, 1992) H.laevis and H.
moscheuros subspecies lasiocarpos are found in proximity of the H. dasycalyx colony at the
Highway 94 site. [f this site were the only H. dasyca/yx site it might have been treated as a
chance hybrid between the two. However, some genetic stability can be expressed by plants
grown from wild collected seed. There is one colony of Hibiscus in Brazos County, Texas that
would appear to represent a bybnd between H. laevcs and H. da.syca1yx even though the nearest
known true colony of H. dasyca~vx is eighty miles away from the site. (Blanchard, 1976) Further
investigation of the swrounding area seems to be warranted.
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2.

Encourage a wtde diversity of landscape philosophies.

3.

Provide education through on-site lheme garden interpretation and on-plant identification
labeling.

4.

Maintain a records-keeping system lhat accessions new plants, maps their locaoon in the
arboretum. and tra.cks perfonnance over 1the years.

5.

Increase number of plants in the living collection (to 5000 taxa) and increased annual
distributions of promising plants to nurse.rymen and landscapers.

6.

Install demonstration gardens that display and interpret basic principles of low-input,
sustainable horticulture.

7.

Increase visitation and more regional awareness.

8.

Increase efficiency of c-Omputer mapping and plant database management.

9.

Increase profile and impact of arboretum research and outreach through coiJaboration
with other agencies and the nursery and landscape industry

I0.

Increase value as a student teaching and recruiting tool.

ll .

Enhance signage and interpretation in aiJ theme gardens.

12.

Create a volunteer corps that takes on the responstbility of theme garden maintenance
needs, garden tours, and Arboretum eve!JIIs.

13.

Promote arboretum findings through paper presentations, publications, periodicals,
newsletters, arboretum-sponsored events, and SFASU Arboretum plant "giveaways" at
the annual Texas Association of Nurserymen (TAN) and Northeast Texas Nursery
Growers Association (NETNGA) conventions.

TB'E SFASU ARBORETUM VOLUNTEER CORPS ORGANIZATION (AVCO)

To mal--e it ail happen, the Arboretum can only get there through volunteers. The
Arboretum Volunteer Corps Organization (AVCO) is an organized group of local citizens
committed to helping the Arboretum achieve its full potential. If you wish to serve or 1fyou
t.hink you know someone who might like to serve, contact Stacy Scott ~3705. Ms. Stacy
Scott, graduate research assistant, will be serving as the "liaison., between the SFASU
Horuculture Club, AVCO and yours truly. Stacy is a terrific addition to the program, a
wonderful ~walk-on"; she's added. to the vim and vigor of some of the Arboretum' s conservation
outreach and has taken to the every-day bedlam of Arboretum crises. AVCO will function under
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Cedrus deodoro 'Kasbmiri ' (fi nally showing some real class). a 7 J101tperus ptnchottu (seed
grown from patnarcll sl:eleton trees donmg the plain just on the western side of the San Madre
Oriental mountain range, Mexico), two 10' Taxodium mucronarum, Montezuma cypress (one of
the Arboretum· s promotion plants). 11 9' Cunnmghtmvnwlanc~olata ·gJauca · (finally broken out
of the sprawling Stage!), a T Cryptomerta;aponica ' Sekkam Sugi" (run O\-er twice by the
mowers when young), an outrageous Jumperus wrgm10na 'Grey Owl' (with eight foot spread. 3'
height11nd the best blue-silver coloring in the species)., a 12' wonderfully columm11 Cupres.sus
me.m·ana (from 1988 seed taken at 6000' east of Los Lirios, Mexico; may be C. ltLrllamc.a?).
Closer to the Physical plant l.ie some other interesting conifers: a weeping Juniper given to us by
Bryan Thompson (Jumperusjlacctda?), a tO' Zelkova serrata, a 9' Cypromerwfortunel. a 6'
golden Tlwja orienlalts ·Aurea nana. ' a slightly beat-up but still brilliant 12' Cupres.fus gl.abra
' Carolina Sapphire' {bit by a utility truck and both survived), and a strange unknown Dodd
conifer. the latter one of those strange gifts from good friend and plantsman Will Fleming (no
label but -worth planting} .
New conifers added in the last year make up the small anny of small plants intermingled
among the ones described above.. The newly set plants arc mostly are one-year -grow-()uts- of
plants collected on sabbatical last year. StandoUts ioclude Cryptome.rw1aponu:o ·etegans.·
Chamoecypans pwfera ·fitife.ra aurea: Chamoecyptms puifero ·crispii.· Thu;o occtdentolu
· filifonnis,' ChamoecyporiS prsrforu ' Snow,· JIDilpe:rus chmensu ' Saybrook Gold.'
Chumaecyparu p1S1ftra ·Lemon thread,· Juniperus vrrgm10110 'Stover,' Juntperus vvgmrono.
1dyllwild,' Jumperus chmensu ·Foemina,' Junrperusformosanum, Cupressus cashmertona.,
ChamaecypartS obtu.to 'TetragonCB alba.' Jun/pena clunenstS 'Spartan; C101nmghammw
lonceolula 'Chason ' s gift,' Thu;opsts dolobrora 'variegata,' Chomaecyparts pmfera ' unknown
blue cullivar-NCSU,' Crptomerta japontca 'Yoshino,' Chamaecypam ptsifera 'Bright Gold
Form,· Cryplomerta ;apomco var. smensis, Chamaecyparis ptsifera 'Silver Lode.'
Chamaecypurls obtusa ·pyramidalis.' Thu;a.standr.fht, Chamoecypans ptsifera ' Chado Yadori,'
and Thu1a occldenta/rs ·otendorfii' . This is an outstanding collection and demands strong
cultural o"ention in 1996!

7. The "Asian Valley Garden" has been givens face~ift and plenty of new plants. Roger
Hughes has acted as the curator of this special garden Ifor the past year ... and it shows. Weeds
are nary to be found. The azaleas have been -beaten" back into their allom:d space. New
embossed labels have been added. Most important. there are many new plants added to this
an:a. New plant additions to Asian valley Row I include Tsuga conodensu ·Kelly's Weeping,·
two SmoJacA:ra rehderrma. Pmosporum heterophyflo, Fothergtllo gard1!11u "Blu.e Mist' and
·suzanne: Osteospermum dtonsts ' whidygig:,• ScnocalycanJhus clunensa, Camel/to smensu
' Rosea,' Acer palmatum ·E.P., • Rhododendron rnd1ca ' Hardy Gardenia; Lmdero obtustloba,
Acer 1runcatum, Forsythto A:oreana, Acer palmarum · Aoba jo.' Ptens poltta, Acer polmotum
·Goshiki kotohime,' Euon.vmusforrunet ·gracilis,' Odontemta Str/Cium ' gray/white;
Tem:rtroemla gymnantheru (NCSU seedling), Hydrangea tarttva, To:rus chmensts. Ternstroemia
gymnamhera ' Burnished Gold,' Acerpolmatum ·shaina.· Acer palmacum ' lkigu.mo,· 1/e.J
myrtlifolta (narrow-leaved. weeping clone via Woodlanders), Cercis yunnanen.v1s, and live
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vanetJes of Hydrangea macrophylla 'Teniandoa,'' Badger Choice.' •Schenkenburg,' ' Preziosa.'
and 'Bandensee Rose· (the laner a gift of Doremus Nursery). Roger is currently building a
collection of Hydrangeas that will someday find a borne in this garden.
Other additions include: Daphmphyllum macropodum and D. humde. Phtladelphus
pekmensts. /tea clunen.!;·ts. Stachyrus y unnanensts, Osmanthus Jragran.~. Staphylea colchica,
Llrwdendron chmensts, several plants of Illicium henryt, Zenobia pulverlenta ' Woodlanders
Blue; Lvropetalum chinense. !lex opaca 'Maryland Spreader,' /Jysmuchia ciliata,
Rhododendron mdica ' Fascination,' Acarus gramineus ·oborazuki.' Loropetalum clunense
·Blush,· flex crena/a ·golden gem,' Acer buergeranum 'Naruto kaede.' Serissa foettda
'variegata.' One special plant 10 this garden is an rtex that was originally planted in the holly

row, flex NA 28297. This blessed plant was ripped loose from its grip on the row during the
flood of October. 1994, and floated all the way down to the Starr Avenue bridge. There it was
seen and then rescued by Erin Smith and Shelly McReynolds (graduate research assistant and the
young lady who replaced me during the fall sabbatical, respectively). The poor 6' holly, devoid
of any soil around the root system, was drug to the shade house, plopped into a container and
mulched. After I arrived back in December of 1994, the tree was given a new home in Asian
valley, a little further inland and a little further away from the creek. The tree never missed a
step and looks vigorous. Talk about a channed life. Incidentally, this holly and the others in
these named National Arboretum expedition finds have been durable with showy red berries.
8. The Sbade Gardea benefined this past year with good care, culture and lots of new plants. A
..Primula test" has been planted. Garry McDonald, TAMU, Overton, bas included the
Arboretum in his work to evaluate herbaceous perennials with merit and bas donated a
wonderful cross-section of Primula varieties. Primu.la is a late winter blooming, shade-loving,
cool season loving species known for its bloom in late winter and early spring. Often treated as
an annual, albeit an expensive one, the main problem with the species is making the plant
behave as a perennial East Texas summer beat and humidity is a maio killer. The purpose of
this collection IS to evaluate clones for their ability to behave as a perennial in our area.
Varieties include: ~Lira magenta,' 'Prima Carmine Rose,' 'Danova mix; 'Lira mix.' ' Libre
magenta,' ·Love) mix,' ' Gallant blue,' ' Ama White,' 'Joker Mix,' 'Gallant mix.,' ' Finale mix,'
'Fama pink,· ·Prominent mix; ' Fama Goldene Orange.' ' Finesse mix,· ' Libre mix,' 'Luceota
mix: ' Pacific Giant Mix,' ' Pacific Giant Bicolor,' ·fama Scarlet,' 'Cantata mix,' ' Prima Red,'
' Fama White,' and ' Scbaumischung mix.' We have the collection in a band-drawn map and
plants were set in groups of five, groups replicated when plants were available. This should be
an interesting display and the summer of 1996 will be our first lest.
A fe~ other shade garden comments; I) A rare Smocolycanthus chmensiS has been
planted (adapted, showy Asian cousin to southeastern native, Colycanthusflor~dus, ~"eel shrub)
One of the better groundcovers needing more use in shade gardens would have to be
ArdtstaJapomca , a sbon statured, glossy evergreen. Asian species that sportS red berries in the
winter. This is a trouble-free shade loving plant with good winter character and bright gloosy
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leaves Not as rambunctious as ivy and v:inca. lh.is groundcover has numerous armbutes.
Planted on l ' centerS and gJ\'eJl a good application ofbarlc mulch, the plant spreads to -nu~ the
spot 10 I'\O to three years After that, It's fairl} easy to main1llin. Fallen forest htter can be
- raked- out of the colony wtthout doing any damage to the plaots. The key to good growth IS a
cop1ous layer of bark mulch that is renewed annually Of all the ArdJ:Sta JOpontcu colonies in the
shade garden. ArdL"a JOponu:u ;; 803 has been the most vigorous. llll.inK th1s clone is a
Brooks1de selection number Other varieties that have been with us many years mclude
· Hofukurin. ' ·Rashtam i,· and "variegata'. Actually, we have several variegated clones, each a
bit d1fferent than. the other but not by much. A.jafJ<mlco ' Chirimen' is a distinctive variety with
small serraied leaves, shorter stature and not as vigorous. We have added another 70 plants of
this variety to the existing "'colony"' and wilt be using more of aU the Ardisias as we develop and
acquire them. Ar dis1a cnrpo. a taller and more robust species, has performed well for us in the
last three years. However, the species has not been hit with m11cb of a mid-winter low and its
hardiness is a question mark. The Ar diswJapom ca colle<:tion survived the December 23, I 989
re<:ord low (zero!). although they were burned to a crisp and emerged slowly ihat spring. B
The shade garden IS al.so home to a good number of Cephalouuu:r harrmgroma. Japanese
plum ~ews: cultivars and species. Peter loos deserves most of the credit for giving the
Arboretum a Jump swt a few years ago wrth a good number of one gallon contamers of C
hamngroma. Since then, we have added variettes and species, including C hamgtonw
· fastigtata" and ' prostr.~ta, ' C.fortWii!.l and C. drupaceo I amoot sure about the nomenclature
on the lasL We have a few others that we remained confused about. This is a yew relative ihat
appears very well adapted to East Texas shade. The species is quite durable. Even in tight Ted
clay along one of the shade garden's trail, the plant has done quite well The species is slowgrowing (why didn' t we put these in about 6 or 7 years ago!). Chief constr.~ints to bringing this
species into landscapes is the long time line for production of a good container plant. Slow to
develop roots and slow in the container means the product has to bring in a higher price than
"normal."'

Two Taxus globosu plants look very strOtng after two years in the landscape. The species
ts mdigenous to the San Madre Oriental mooota.in range west of Monterrey and there' s good
reason to believe irs facing major problems in its nauve habitat.
8.
A Buxus semperw.nm collettioo and various Thu;os have been planted j ust to the east of
the conwner yard. The bench terrace that lies adjacent to the container yard is home to a line of
red maple selections planted in the spring. 1995. Thts collection represents Buxus
semperwri!IU, the common boxwood. lo between each red maple (LoosiReeves nauve
selections) Y."C have planted a boxwood variety. ThiS panicular spot may be Just a bit on the toobnght side for boxwoods, parncularly in the first year. However, we chose this location because
of tts close proximity to the hon facility and shade modifications we plan to make with the
container yard by late spring. Varieties include: ·Ponteyi; 'Fortuoei rorundifolia,' ' Green
Velvet.· ' Green Mound,' Bu:ws X ' Green Mountain,' ·myrtifolia,' ·saHcifolia,• · rotundifolia,'
'Edgar Anderson,' · tatifolia microphylla,· ·seiJville,' 'Sport,' ' Memorial,' ' Bunerworth,'
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·Welleri,' ·Maculerh; "Aristocrat'. ·sahcifolia alata; '33798 NCSU; ' Handsworth.'
·Decussara · ·fasugiata; 'Herman von Schre~' 'Inglis: ' true spreader,' ' St. Genieve,'
·Berhn: ·saJicifoJja; ' Bumun. '
Thuja varieties are set on the slope about twenty feet east of the line of red maples and
boK\voods. Vanetres mclude: Thuja pltaJia ·cuprea, · ' Idaho,' ·Atrovirens; and ·dark green
selection.· We also have one T. pllcara X T. occtdentalls 'Gigantea' in the test Also included
are T. occidentahs ' DeGroot's Spire.' 'Sherwood Frosr; and ·Pendula.' The Western Red
Cedar, Thu1a pltcuta, makes impressive specimens and reliable screens: the species is native to
the western U.S. , and is usually found at four to six thousand feet and near water. J.C. Raulston
feels that the species may harbor varieties suitable for replacing the Ieyland cypress, now much
overused and plagued with disease and insect problems. American arborvitae, T. occtdentalis,
are native to eastern N. America and Canada and are often found in cold, swampy soils. ln spite
oftheir native preferences, the species does welJI in southern U.S. locations and deserves further
testing.
9. The ..Lines of Vines.. collection has become one of my favorite collections. Another line
was added to the vegetable garden in 1995, bringing our total to thirty-nine different vines in this
garden area. each displayed on a post. Displaying on a post simplifies maintenance and makes
side-by-side comparisions simple. This collection defines the vegetable garden and lies in the
line of overhead sprinkler ris.ers. We are convinced that the Arboretum's vine collection is best
displayed by planting vines at the base of 4 X 4 :posts. Vines can quickly taken over garden
areas and be a realtime killer; we have learned that. By restricting vines to a post, providjng
some kind of attention in early years (tieing, pruning, keeping base clean and runners removed) .
. maintenance is easy. Each post has been given a healthy concrete coUar; after all, the posts
must be able to endure infrequent but fairly severe flooding. We have many special woody vines
in this collection. There are now eight WISteria jloribundo varieties along with several
outstanding specimens of our very own native, Wwertafrutescens. One of my favorites:
MtllellaJapomca ·alba' is a Wisteria relative, diminuitive in habit, smaller in leaf and bloom
size, but better behaved and more refmed. OtheT vines worthy of more use: Bignonia capreolata
'Tangerine Beauty' and ' Atrosanguinea' (mentioned many times before), and Gelsemtum
sempervirens · woodlanders Pale Yellow' (class act evergreen vine).
10. The "Lantana collection" lies in one of the lines of vines nearest the LaNana Creek Trail.
This collection is pan of the CEMAP trials (Cooperative Educational Marketing Assistance
Plan), a TAMU Extension Service eft'on to eval uat.e and promote promising landscape plants.
Dr. Steve George ofTAMU, Dallas, is an enthusiastic plantsmanand outstanding horticulturist
Steve sits on the Arboretum Board of Advisors and is a big booster of what the Arboretum is and
can be. Lantanas currently under test include: Lantana montevidensis, L. ' Weeping White.'
· rmpenal Blue,' ·spreading Sunset.' ·Gold Mound,' ·Lemon Drop,' ' Silver Mound,' ·Samantha,'
'Dwarf Pink.' ·Pinkie,' ' Denholm Dwarf White.' ·Radiation,' ' Golden f(jng,' ' LSG Red·
Orange,· and ' Pink Caprice.· Plan.ts were evaluated on the basis of spread, plant height,
flowering intensity, and fruit set. One interesting note: In late December, 1995, after several
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WHERE DO ALL THE PLANTS CO~fE fROM!
When you think about how many mteresling trees, shrubs. vines, groundcovers,
ornamental grasses. herbaceous perennials and annua.ls that are out then: wonh loolcmg at, it' s
mmd-boggling. To a homcuhunst. n's almoSt frightening. There will never be an end to new
plants, new varieties, and new techniques to LeSL Rabtd plantsmen will alY>'a)'S have something
to do, a new plant to look at or give away. The SFASU Arboretum is blessed with many ~plant
benefactors" and that tendency continues to grow as the Arboretum finds itself in a position to
reciprocate ... with good infonnation and plant '·starts" of new, exciting gennplnsm. I often
hesitate to listlhe givers because that means r will miss many who do. The nursery industry has
opened its anns to our effon and that growing relationship only ponends a great future.
Greenleaf Nursery, El Campo, Texas, recently gifted the Arboretum a $500 per year ..any plants
you want" gift (Thank you, Leon Macha!). Hines nursery, Houston, Texas, has given the
Arboretttm an open door and access to its aggresstve [plant testing effort (Thank you, Btll Barr
and R
n Grove!). Lone Stat has been terrific with rare seed and plants (Thank you, James
Spivey!) Ted Doremus and Marlc Bronstad of Doremus Nursery, Warren. Texas. can only be
descn'bed as eager to help build our - rare plant~ vision. Hetdi Sheesley, TrecSearch Farms,
HoUSton, Texas is always at the froot door when it comes to helping the artlorerum grow.
There are many individuals who keep " feeding plants" to the Arboretum and their names
are wonh mentioning: Lynn Lowrey, Houston. Texas (the inveteTate plantsman ofTexas). Peter
Loos, Houston. Texas (father of the - bog" garden; Pete never visits without transferring some
strange species or selection into the garden or shadehouse); Tim Kiphart, Brenham. Texas (giver
of so many •·western" native selections for the dry garden and rarely does he give me a plant that
comes in labeled): Will Fleming, Houston, Texas (father of the Shelby County courthouse
landscape project and colorful character), Scon Reeves, Houston, Texas (father of the .. perennial
border" who never met a conifer he didn' t like); Bill Caldwell, Houston, Texas (cutting edge
rare plant enthusiast and ..curator" of the Japanese maples). Delores Jones and Jean Bamban
(and all the other Daylily enthusiasts who keep the daylily garden a color spot for the Garden
Gala Day: they do it all). Corliss Bonner (and all of the Hem Society folks who make the herb
garden a special place), Roger Hughes (AVCO booster, friend, building our Hydrangeo
collection and bas a way with plants) and Greg Grant, Arcadia. Texas (author, teacher, friend
and a great plantsman right next door! ). Jeff Abt's support includes not only malcing
Nacogdoches a bener place to live, he bas provided the Arboretum with plenty of pavers. plants
and pats on the back. There are wonderful folks like Ruth Williamson, curator of the perennial
border (I never pulled a weed there thLS year!). Ruth dJd a woodeJ:fuljob keeping the show
going. One special giver of all to the Arboretum in tile past year: Ms. Erin Smilh. my former
graduate student. oow a MS graduate. Erin did a fine job as ~second-itH:ommand" for several
years. Along with her other never~nding chores, Erin was essentially "mother" of the Shade
Garden, as well as its curator. She will be missed: after many years. she was one of the few wbo
knew how to run our solid-set sprinkler system and take care of it and she always knew where
thai box oflabel.s ran off to. The Arboretum has groYm and benefitted from years of Erin' s
enthusiasm, loyalty and suppon and I know that Erin bene fined by being right smack dab in the
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middle of such wonderful plant diversity as a part of her education. Thank you. Erin Smith!
Fmafly, the king-pin in all that happens in the Arboretum would have to be the students.
Whether ifs due to a class project, or a work-study or student assistant effort, or a studenfs class
project, the Arboretum has afforded ail kinds of learning activities in a special living classroom
environment. The Horticulture Club is bigger, better and nicer than ever. They' re an excellent
group this year: eager to learn, work, travel, compete and have fun in horticulture. lfs. of
course, impossible to mention all of the individual.s who have given plants, time, money,
support, and words of encouragement lO the Arboretum. However, without volunteers and
outs1de suppon. the SFASU Arboretum would never have reached any level of success. nor
\\oOUld the future seem.s so rosy.
THE SFASU ARBORETUM 'S FIRST ..NEW PLANT" CONTRIBUTION TO CEMA.P

Good news! We have been included in a long-term Plant Evaluation and Promotion
program run by the T AMU system. CEMAP (Cooperative Educational Marketing Assistance
Plan) is a Texas Agricultural Extension Service (TAES) platfoon to move Texas nurserymen
forward with new plants. In the past, the focus has centered on annuals and a few herbaceous
perennials. No woody species have been put through the program. There are reasons for this;
choosmg a plant to contribute to the CEMAP program is not all that easy. In the first place, the
contnbutor must have 100 one-gallon plants ready for di.stnl>ution in mid-April of each year and
each needs to be of good size. These are then distnbuted to "evaluation sites., around the state.
Woodies pose a special headache. In the first place, annuals and herbaceous perennials can be
tested quickly; woody species take years to tell the tale. While many plants in the Arbortetom
might better fit promotion and consumer acceptance, coming up with I00 woody plants of a
winner is not our usual focus. Besides, we have a tendency to give away numbers of rare plants
as they are propagated to -get them out" However, this year we just happen to have one species
in good numbers and it's one we have strong confidence in Native to central and western
China, Taiwan and the Phmppines. Vtbctnuurt propiltqfUUif i.s a handsome evergreen, busby
shrub to three or foyr feet tall (a terrific beight for a Viburnum). This evergreen species is rare in
the trade and never seen in Texas nurseries. It should be. Our original plant is on the east face
of the Agriculture building and has been a consistent performer for many years. The plant
experienced very little freeze damage in 1989 when temps dropped to O"F. The plant, now in
sever-al locations, has cheerfully endured many dry stretches. Leaves are shiny, dark. green,
glabrous: spring flowers are green-white in cymes about two inches across: fruit is blue-black
and conspicuous. The species is very easy to propagate via cuttings almost any time of the year
("':e normally root over 90% in two months). In the landscape, the plant requires a little
attentiOn to weeds and \\-Cill!ring in the first two or three years. After that. mulch, light
fertilization and an occasional weeding is all that is required. Very little prunmg is need to keep
the plant compact and dense. The species deserves a good evaluation in the state.
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HORT CL UB ACTIVITIES AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT BAPPE!\1 NGS:

The SFA Horticulture Club had a busy and productive year:
J an 28-JO, 1995. Horticulture Judging team of Mark Morrow, Trace Wonhy, Matt Welch and

Dave Blado placed second overall in the American Collegiate Branch (ACB) judging contest
against eight southern ACB teams at the Southern Region meeting of the American Society for
1-lon icultural Science, New Orleans. Louisiana. The team placed first in Woody Ornamentals,
second in floric ulture, and third m Fruit Judging. Trace Worthy was elected President of the
Southern Region ACB. Toured New Orleans gardens.
July 30-Augu:st 3, 1995. Honiculture judg~ng team at the annual meeting of the ASHS,

Montreal, Canada. lst place Fruit. Also two student oral paper preparations for this
conference.
Erin Smith. 1995. A propagation and reintroduction strategy for the Neches River Rose
MalJow, Hibiscus dasycalyx. HortScieoce 30(4): 805. Published abstract and oral paper
presented at the annuaJ meeting of the ASHS, Montreal, Canada.
Matt Welch. 1995. Composted poulny litter as a low-cost media amendment. Published
abstract HortSciellce 30(4): 912. Oral paper presented by Man Welch as a part of the
undergraduate paper competition in the American Collegiate Branch of the ASHS,

Montreal, Canada. Did not place.
September 22-23, 1995. Ten students attended the Texas Produce Association convention, San
Antonio, Texas, (pan ofth.e Texas Produce Convention· concurrent meetings of the Texas
Pecan Growers, Texas Citrus Growers, Texas Vegetable Growers, Texas Fruit Growers, Texas
Blueberry Growers, and Texas Produce Association). On Saturday, September 23, we received a
behind the scenes t.our of the San Antonio Botanical Garden by Paul Cox, boniculturist- also
toured the San Antonio Zoo, Japanese Tea Garden, the Sunken Gardens, and, of course, the
River Walk.
October 13-lS, 1995. With graduate student Stacy Scott, I attended the annual meeting of the
Native Plant Society of Texas, Waco, Texas. SFASU Arboretum booth on display. l serve as a
member of the Board of Directors.
Octobu 28. 1995 - 1st annual Arboretum Fall Festival- Saturday day-long event during
homecoming weekend Plant sale, tours, refreshments. Student and AVCO run.
November 16, 1995 - SFA An Alliance Silent Auction and SFASU Arboretum plant sale.
Education booth, A VCO run, at the University Center.
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A.'i OFfLINE HISTORY OF THE SFASU ARBORETUM
As pan of a proposal packet this past fall , I had to retrace the Arboretum's history. That
really wasn' t all that bard: the Arboretum newslener has done a good job of chronicling the

highlights. I developed the following outline and offer it as an example of bow n resource can
grow and prosper.

YEAR

MAJOR DEYEWPMENJS

1985

( Arboretum begins on the south side of the Agriculture bwlding as the semester
landscape project of the first Landscape Plant Materials class: a V:~:-acre shrub and
color garden referred to as the '"phase I" garden. Soldiered railroad ties, steel
edging, raised beds, mulching activities. Student enthusiasm is rugb.

1986:

<'Spring, 1996, Landscape Plant Materials class designs and installs the "phase 2"
garden just to the south of the phase I garden: a tree/shrub/color garden, deck and
arbor, and raised beds.
<Wrinen proposal to the ad.mjrusrration to support the expansion of the
Arboretum into the bottomland property east of the Horticulture facility and
Agriculrure/Art Parking lot Proposal turned down
('May 9. 1986 Gard.e:n Gala day: very lonely! Me and a few students.
<'Hines Nursery donation: two van loads of plants. First donation of plant goodies
from J.C. Raulston: two UPS boxes full of strange and wonderful plants.
<'Fifty metal photoplate labels donated by Mr. Lee Alexander. Landscape class
constructs steps, bridge and arbor to Ag!Art parking lot. First "Friends of the
SF ASU Arboretum., newsletter.

1987:

C>ln early spring, we discover pink flags in middle of our small AJboretum on
south side of Agriculture building and learn that the university plans to bwld a
concession stand and restrooms for the Athletic Department's lntramural field.
StudentS want to fight. Tempers ease and 1 spend spnng break writing a 20-page
proposal to administration justifying the Arboretum' s expansion into the
bottomland property (one paragraph requesting that the restrooms be relocated).
N n March, 1987, after much discussion, proposals, and objections from various
groups, the University President, two vice-Presidents. my Dean and chairman tour
the property proposed for Arboretum expansion. The President a~,>reesl Icing on
the cake: the restrooms are moved further south and out of ow- existing collection.
Property borders the Athletic Department's Intramural field, LaNana creek, and
College Avenue. Brings Arboretum to a total of 10. 17 acres of grow space!
('Late March and early April spring freezes kill many tender plants and damage
others.
OAn ''Asian Valley" theme garden planted in bottomland. PlantS of the Orient.
52 Japanese maples, 210 different azaleas, rare trees and shrubs. Island bed
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~~U:3rr THE STEPHEN F. AUSTIN STATE UNIVf;SlTY
ARBORETUM
NACOGDOCHES, TX .
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THEME GARDENS

tr.--......._J

I. Shrub and Color Garden
2. Texas Heritage Garden
3. Daylily Garden
4. llerb Garden
5. The Elldng Environment
6. Iris Garden
7. Shade Ganlen
8. Bog Garden
9. Perennial Border

Proposed

Endangered
Plants
Garden

10. NativtS

II. Asian Valley
12. Dry Garden

13. Conifer-Holly G8fden
14. The Vegetable Garden
15, Lines ofVin~s
.
16, Alten)ative ~rtts-.~ardt~~~

s
I

'QO'

I

171The Sbwb Jlot4et : di ,, :

18.Vending dadicri' ii: !
'19, :Art Alley Gardc,p ·

..:....__ __.J

OTHER FACUlTIES

INTRAMIJI\AI. FIII.D

A. Cornpuler-aided design lab
8. SO' X 100' glass greenhouse
C. 30' X 100' quonset greenhouse ..
D. 60' X60' headhouse
·
E. 60' X60' sbadehouse
F. 20' X80' container sun yaxd

r:
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<'Ms. Susan Elking, Art Depanment. designs and creates three large entrance
gateways from treated timbers, each different and sure to be noticed (entrance to
Asian Valley, the Bog Garden.. and the southeast comer of the Arboretum).
<flick Rankin. Graduate Research Assistant, creates the first AutoCAD base map
of the Arboretum based on a 50' X 50' grid system that includes layers for
significant features (buildings. to;pography, irrigation lines, utility lines}. This
creates the platform for plant Location mapping.
<'City and university support for moving the LaNana Creek trail through the
Arboretwn"s eastern ed~ Construction work under the bridge at Starr Avenue
and a crushed limestone trail put in place. University funds four 32' metal
footpath bridges built by Dr. Long's Agriculture Mechanics class and for the
laNana Creek Trail, now running down the eastern side of Arboretum.
<'Diane Morey Sinon. 1990. Arboretum a learning haven for students. Gardens
and More, May 1990: 20-24.
¢September, 1990, AutoCAD lab is installed in Agriculture building.
<'Herb garden receives a facelift with help and funding from the Herb Society of
Deep East Texas. Paving brick donated by Henderson Clay Products.
<'Perennial border created by Scon Reeves and Doug Hines. 12' wide and 120'
long.
1991:

1992 :

<-Survey and computer mapping project continues.
<'Mar:keting survey by class of DT. Donald Curtis (Business professor and
Arboretum booster) indicates 66% of Nacogdoches residents contacted in a phone
interview did not know what an arboretum is and 71 % didn't know we existed.
Back to the drawing board.
<'Carpenter School project involves a heavy planting of a wide variety of native
trees and shrubs in an "arboretum park-like setting."
~Daylily garden fountain project gets off the ground in early 1991 and never ends.
Class project of Art professor, Mr. John Daniels. Construction nightmares.
~Creation of an Iris garden. Peter Loos and students construct raised beds and
bench terraces along the slope that faces the intramural field on the south side of
the quonset greenhouse. Funds via American Iris Society for Peter Loos. GRA
OA "grasses for Texas" garden is created just to the north of the Bog Garden.
Raised beds framed by railroad ties.
<'Three-week expedition to the gardens of the northeast during the summer of
l991.
<'Ron Stone, ·Eyes of Texas' does a 12 minute feature on the Arboretum- terrific
exposure. Star Search does not call.

<'Entrance kiosk buiJt by Rick Walston and Kevin Borowski next to Wilson Drive
sidewalk. Attractive cedar-shake roof with plenty of space to display educational
information.. brochures, maps, plants in bloom news, etc.
<'Texas Heritage Garden: a 12' X 20' cedar pergola with benches constructed via
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the work of Shannon Short, Rick Walston, Cleve Moore and Kevin Borowski.
All donated materials.
<'Arboretum Garden Gala day weal attended with perfect weather.
<Eagle Scout project constructs a heavy-duty bridge in the Arboretum over the
southern most mouta.ry that feeds into l..aNana creek.
<Shade garden created with a fotmdation of ferns donated by Jack Price.
Blanchard. Louisiana. Railroad tie framed beds, steps constructed via four Youth
Opponunity Unlimited kids: disadvantaged. high-risk kids that we have for eight
weeks, four hours per day in the summer.
¢-Arboretum receives 300 railroad ties from Curtis Pruett. Texas State Ra ilroacl
<'Master·s of fine Arts student M.s. Susan Elking.begins the creation of the
"Elking Environment."' a 4000-square-foot rock garden.
1993:

<Telephone Pioneers of America gift installs a '"memorial" for the Challenger
mission in the native plants garden. Dedication in summer attended by Senator
Bill Haley, Representative Jerry Johnson, SFA President Dan Angel and 100
others. Taps in the garden, ful l-dress Marine Corps dnll team and 2 1-gun salute.
Not sure what this means.
<'450 railroad ties donated to Arboretum effon by Texas State Railroad~ student
enthusiasm waning after hauling via trucks and trailers.
<'>Second Eagle Scout bridge over the northern most tributary feeding into l..aNana
Creek in the Arboretum property. Trail is now negotiable to College Avenue.
OA.rboretum Garden Gala Day attended by over 200 visitors.
<'T he fountain in r:be daylily garden is finished and it works!
<'Tom Crossett. President of Cenlral Point limestone rock quarry. Cleburne,
Texas, donates 175 tons of limestone rock for the "Elting Environment.., Atlas
trucking provides reduced-rate tnJcking: sLx semi-truck loads.
<'Transfusion of many new plants into t.be garden.
OAn ··outdoor lecture deck:" is built in the shade garden as a class project; can
seat 30 students.
<'Our first wedding in the garden. the first of many.

1994:

<>Fall 1994 sabbatical spent at North CaroJjna State University under Dr. J.C.
Raulston and return inspired Study development. organization. plants. 440 new
woody plant accessions for the Arl>oretum.
<'Shawn Geiman tackles the "clearing"' of the last undeveloped section in the
Arboretum: the "'north woods,., a two-acre privet and briar-infested thicket
<'Flood of October, 1994, is devastating; moves logs and brush into the garden
from Shawn's clearing project: 100 railroad ties lost. I am on sabbatical and
students are frantic. (Postscript: six months after event, little sign that a disaster
had occurred and only six plants lost).
ODiane Morey Sitton. 1994. A growing project The Arboretum at Stephen F.
Austin State University. Gardens 8(7): 22-24. (Feature on the arboretum by
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free-lance author).
N nitiation of the SFASU Arboretum's ... Plants with Promise"' program:
Acquisition, evaluation. propagation. distnoution and promotion strategy.
~ 150 German bearded Lris varieties donated to the Arboretum by Dr. Don Curtis
and we end up killing moSt of them.
('Connnued plantings in the dry garden and shade garden: perennial border
lengthened: -Native PlantS- section expanded.
~A new coUection. the .. lines of vines,·· is instaiJedin the rows of solid-set
sprinklers for the vegetable garden: to display over forty woody vines on 9' tall 4"
X 4" postS.
( Discussions begin with Ms. Elisabeth Montgomery on the possibility of an
endowment and conservation easement on 119 acres six miles west of town.
Office of University Advancement handles details and agreement finalized in
September, 1994. Objective of the endowment is to promote the conservation.
selection, and use of the native plants of Texas and to evaluate new landscape
plant materials in Texas using Mill Creek Gardens as a platform.
1995:

~AJI $100,000

of the Ms. Elisabeth Montgomery endowment is in place.
~ The Nacogdoches Daylily Society named the daylily garden in honor of Jean
Barnhart, local club founder, nationally-known hybridizer.

<'May 19, 1995: Formation of the SFASU Board of Advisors and interim officers.
Bylaws committee begins work. Board of Advisors is mad.e up of university
officials, local boosters, nurserymen, landscapers and T AMU CEMAP
representatives.
<'Formation of the Arboretum Volunteer Corps Organization (AVCO); Interim
Coordinator Roger Hughes, Nacogdoches retiree and Arboretum booster. AVCO
Handbook created Stacy Scon. Graduate Research Assistant, assumes
Coordiator position.
<'First Aiboretum - Plant Loca.tion Handbook.,. To be published every January
and old copies archived (computer files on tape and paper copies in IJorary).
<May 20, 1995: Arboretum Garden Gala Day is attended by over 600 during the
day-long event Plant sale generates S4800.
(\North Woods is finalJy clean. brush piles burned. and is ready for Arboretum
expans1on.
~-AJ te:mative fruits- garden created at north end of vegetable plotS.
0 A ~shrub Border,. collection is planted between Art and the Physical Plant
~An/Alley Garden created by Robert Sikumas, undergraduate student
N he "'Vending Building·· garden is created
~Fall, 1995: many new plants set in the garden. Significant collections of /lex
erenata, Mahonia. Loropetalum cMnense and many new conifer, shrub, and vine
cultivars.
OFall, 1995: Established a HibiScus dasycalyx recovery project at MjJJ Creek
Gardens under direction of Ms. Stacy Scott. Receive small plants of Phlox
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mvahs ssp. re:censrs from Center for Plant Conservation.
1996:

C>Ten 15~ubic yard loads of sandy loam to create berms in the endangered plants
garden and improve dramage 1n the vegetable garden. Record dry \vtnter.

PAST NEWSLETTERS
Not that they are becoming collector items, but a few Arboretum boosters have come
by for the complete set of past newsletters. If you have an interest, let us know. The Arboretum
newsletter has been the chronicle for development of the SF ASU Arboretum: it' s noted most of
the major plant acquisitions, provided various plant observations and botanical informa.tioo,
generated a few book reviews, and promoted upcoming events.
Fnends of the SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. I, April, 1986: 8 pp.
Friends of the SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. 2, September, 1986: 11 pp.
Friends ofthe SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. 3,December, 1986: 24 pp.
Friends ofthe-SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. 4, May, 1987: 24 pp.
Friends of the SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No.5, October, 1987: 18 pp.
Friends of the SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. 6, March. 1988: 32 pp.
Friends of the SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No_ 7, September, 1988: 26 pp.
Friends of the SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. 8, August, 1989: 28 pp.
Friends of the SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. 9, May, 1990: 36 pp.
Friends ofthe SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. 10, February, 1991: 33 pp.
friends ofthe SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. 11 , December, l991 : 38 pp.
Friends of the SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. 12, March. 1993: 40 pp.
Friends of the SFASU Arboretum Newsletter No. 13, February, 1995: 34 pp.

A Propagatioo aod ReiDtrodudiou Strategy for the Nec:bes River Rose Mallow, Hrh/Scus
dasycalyx By Erin Smith, Graduate Research Assistant: Stephen F. Austin State University,
Nacogdoches, T ex.as.
Abstract: Hrhrscus dasycalyx is now known from locations in Eastern Texas. A woody based,
many-stemmed, narrow-leafed perennial to four foot, this species displays showy ivory-petaled,
three inch blooms throughout summer and fall. This species is federally endangered due to loss
of wetland habitat and interspecific hybridization with the Soldier Rose Mallow, Hibrscus laevis.
A 1994 seed propagation study included nine seed collection dates (late J uly to Late October) and
stratification at 0, 2, 4, and 6 weeks prior to planting Germination pen:entages were low, only
the July 22 and September 10 coiJection dates ex:ht'bited a germination rate above twenty-five
percent and stratification had n.o significant effect on germination percentages. In late fall 1994,
container-grown plants exhibited an almost universal tendency to enter donnancy in a
greenhouse maintained above seventy-five degrees F and provided with long-days via
supplemental lighting (supplemental lighting intitated too late in the fall). A fertilizer rate study
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including 0. SO. 100. 200, and 400 ppm N found the biggest. plants at the high rate. In three
cunmg propagation trials. eumngs collected August 23 rooted at sixty-five percent, a November
21 curung collectionfatled to root; and a May 25, 1995 cuningcollection rooted atone hundred
percenL Seedling vananon 10 leaf shape and growth mte is high. A reintroduction strategy for
the species under the umbrella of the Stephen F Austin State Uni\Cisity Arboretum includes
establishing a sustamahle coJonyof HlinsC~J.J da.9=~'rx in the ArborelWn's Endangered Plant
theme garden and introduction into Mill Creek Gardens, a Nacogdoches c:owuy conservation
easemenL
Introduction:
Botanically rich, Texas eontw.ns some 5,500 native species dism'buted ove:r an area
comprised of ten regional habitat types. The I 5 million acres in the Pineywoods region are
home to 2300 species. Of those, depending on which list with which you are working, there are
about 30 endangered plants in East Texas. Four are globally endangered and the remainder are
in danger of extirpation from the state. Plants in trouble in East Texas include:

Hymenuxys t&ana (Texas binerweed), Ahroma macrocarpa (l.arge·fruited sand verbena),
l.esquerel/a pallido {white bladderpod). Trilllwn recurvatum (Prairie tnlliurn). Splranthes
parblr (Navasota ladies-tresses). Hibiscus dasycolyx (Neches River Rose mallow),
Bruchyeltrum erectum (Bearded shon-busk), Bartonta texana (Texas bart.onia), Cyprzpedrum
lw.ntuclcen.vr.r (Southern Lady Sl.ipper orchids), 8ra=orra pulcherrlma (Centerville Brazos mint},
Purnas.t1a asarifolla (Grass ofParnassus). uavenworthta texana (Golden yellow-eye), Phlox
nrvalts var. te:censrs (Texas trailing phlox). Macranthera aurea (Houston macranthera),
RhynciiOSpora mliracea (millet beakrush), Polygonatum biflorum (Great Solomon SeaJ), Scupus
dnwrCUIILf (Elliot's bullrush), Tnlltum pusrllum var. te:canum (Texas trillium), Talmum
rugMpermum (Rame flower), Suwama malacodendron (stlky camellia), and Magnolra
pyramulota (pyramid magnolia).
H1IJ1scus dosycalyx is known from five srtes along the Neches River of Eastern Texas.
Only three of these sites have been relocated. one of which has just recently been treated with
herbicide. The: future for this plant would appear to be pm:arious at best. At the CW'mlt lime,
Hrb1sCIJ.J dasycaly:c is a category 2 endangered species with a rescue team formed. Category 2
names a plant as a candidate for globally endangered. The Neches river rose mallow tS in trouble
because of loss of wetland habitat along the Neches River and interspecific hybridization with
H1bt.m~:~ laevu and H. moscheuros.
A woody based, many stemmed perennial, Hibucu.s dasyca/Jl% is readily recognizable by
its very narrow leaf blades and pubescent calyx.. Height is to four foot with branched spreading
stems. Flowers are present June to late September (may bloom into October) and are ivory
petaled bell shaped blooms about three i nchcs in diatneter. The th.roat of the flower is deep pink
t.o maroon with light pink to lilac pollen bome on pinkish anthers. Calyces are vety hirsute
nuN>c:r.. nl Fnoit ic " rounded Clln~ule Cllntnininll annrnximatelv twentv-seve.n seed. The seed are
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In 1988, a seed collection trip by Paul Cox of the San Antonio Botanical Garden and Dr.

Elray Nixon, Botany Professor at Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, Texas,
resulted in disappointment and discovery. The H..dasycaly.'f colony near a roadside park had
mostJy been destroyed however, upon further investigation twelve or tbineen more plants were
discovered. Cuttings were taken for plant establishrnem at the San Antonio Botanical Garden
Endangered Plants garden. Seed from these plants were then stored in the seed banks a~inst the
probable extinction in nature of H. da.<:ycalyx (McMahan, 1988).
Mat.e rials and Metboc:b- For the 1994 seed propagation study, seed were collected beginning in
mid July to late October from the Stephen F. Austin State University Arboretum "Bog" garden

plant (no ~nearby~ other-species of Hibiscus) and the Highway 94 site west of Lufkin in Trinity
County, Texas. The seed were placed in clear plastic bags full of moistened Perlite and subjected
to 0, 2, 4, and 6 weeks of stratification prior to ptianting. When planted. seed were placed in
Honicubes and were then kept under intermittent mist with bottom heat After seedling
emergence, they were potted into four inch containers until they were approximately four inches
tall
As seedlings grew they were potted into one gallon nursery containers with a soilless mixture of

one-half Prornix BX and one-half composted pine bark.. These plants were carried through the
winter Lnside a greenhouse maintained above seventy-five degrees Fahrenheit and provided \vith
an extended photoperiod by means of nighttime Lighting. A fertilizer rate study was initiated
January 25, 1995 on one hundred and twenty-five of these plants, randomly selected. Tbe study
was arranged in a completely randomized block design. Treatments were 0. 50, 100, 200 and
-'00 pans per million nitrogen applied once a week in soluble form. The study was terminated
May 25, 1995.
Flpro I tnflucnec of" toOCl collccoon daJU. on IOOd lmt&irtabon of biJuc.w
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Results ud Discussion- In lhe seed
propagation study, germination was low in
all treatments with only July 22 and
September I 0 having percentages greater
than twenty-five percenL There were no
statistically significant effects at any
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The fertilizer experiment resulted in a striking response to the 400 ppm nitrogen rate.
The growth of the 400 ppm plants was one hundred percent more grams per plant wet weight
than the 200 ppm Nitrogen
plants. The average wet ""-eight rJgUre l . Jnftuenc:e of five ~rates ongJDW!IIdisoa dasym l)x
(wet ~gbt)- ~iay 24 . 1995
for the 400 ppm rate was fiftyone grams per plant over 25
grams per plant for the 200 ppm 300 /
rate. Height measurements were
also taken throughout the
250
fenilizer study. These
200
measurements were taken after
one, three and four months of 150
growth. The average height for
the 400 ppm treatment after one 100
month was six inches,
so
after three months was eleven
v
inches and after four months of 0
treatment was twenty-nine

0

so

100

h

200

N Illle per week (ppm)
mches. The 200 ppm rate
averaged five inches at one
month, nine inches at three months and twenty- four inches at four months. The ave.rage wet
weight shows a more definitive scale for the additional growth of the 400 ppm plants but the
actual height difference could be seen easily. C~early. the ultimate relationship between fertilizer
rate and growth was not located by this study and should be investigated further. The plant has
been easy to grow and has been vigorous and trouble free.

To multiply our collection of H. dasycalyx, the plants produced in the fertilizer treatment
were harvested and wet weight obtained. Th.e shoots were cut into 4 inch cuttings, each treated
with Hormodin 2 and potted into deep tubelings, May 25, 1995. These cuttings rooted 100%. In
another effort, cuttings collected August 23 roo-ted at sixty-five percent Cuttings made in late
November 1994 (collected from Arboretum plants just before the first frost) failed to root. The
optimum time for cuttings appears to be early in the summer. As long as the cuttings remain
moist until potted they seem to root well Bottom heat and intermittent mist is suggested. If
plants are to be held or pushed in containers and growth is desired during the winter in a
greenhouse, it is imperative to provide long day conditions. This can be done simply by hanging
a string of75 wan incandescent bulbs over the lop of the crop at a spacing of about 12 feet We
have not bad a problem with pests but have experienced a light infection.of mildew which we
controlled T umed on for two hours per night in the mtddle of the night affects photoperiodism
of many plants and allows continuous growth of species that would nonnaUy go "dormant"

Htbtscus dasyc.a/y:c can only be preserved if horticulturalists and botanists establish
protected true-to-type colonies isolated from other Hibiscus species. Conservation easements
and Arboretums are ideally suited to the task. Public awareness is one of the battles that must be
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fought to save this or any endangered species and arboretums can have influence if they will
continue to ..work.. with these species and the public in an educational manner.
As a part of a Reintroduction project, the Neches River Rose Mallow, Htbtscus
dasyca~\'X,

has now found a home at Mill Creek Gardens. A fulJ-sun, wet site has been planted
m an expenment:al plot design. Stacy Scott, graduate research assistant, has been responsible for
this development and done a fine JOb. The specific site was chosen because of its easy access.
full-sun, Y.etland character and the fact that ifs isolated from other Hibiscus species. The goals
of this planting are to achieve a successful reintroduction, one that is sustainable and receives
Hnle future inputs (other than an annual early winter fall mowing, burning, or weedearing
depending on how circumstances arise). While the soil here is a bit tighter than at the three
··globally known•· sites, the essential ingredients are there (full sun and wet all year). The design
of this experiment was created to test the value of mulch and no-mulch, and four rates of slowrelease fertilizer (zero, low, medium, high). There are a total of96 plants in tbe study, all
developed from seed taken from wild plants ... and then selected for true-to-typeS (phenotype).
We have interspersed other "companion" species into and around the plots and will continue this ·
effort to diversify the wetland. The first three chosen were Ltatris pycnosrachra, the gayfeather,
Ph)'SOstegtu wrgmiana. the obedient plant, and Lobelta cardmalis, tbe cardinal flower.
As a direct result of our interest and progress, I am now servin g on a new " Hihiscus
da.'>}'Cil(vx Rescue- committee, a group called together by Kathy Nemec of the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service. The committee, composed mainly of botanists and agency folks, will carve
out a long-term strategy to prevent extinction of the species. The SFASU Arboretum and Mill
Creek Gardens contribution can be significant in this arena and with other species if tbe
resources are focused properly. The site is isolated from other Hibiscus species and tbe chance
for interspecific hybridization is probably very low. The key question is how easy is it to grow
the species with almost no care. culture and attention? How do we develop a "self-sustaining
population,'' one that can make it on its own, reproduce, spread, compete, and become integrated
into the ecosystem fabric? Stacy Scott' s work should go a long way toward answering these and
other interesting questions concerning the species.
Litera tun Cited

Blake. S.F. 1958. Two species of Hibiscus from Texas. Journal oftbe WashinKfon Aqrdi!IIly of
Sciences, 48:277-278.
Blanchard. Orland Joseph. 1976. A revision of species segregated from H1bucus sect Tnonum
CMedicus) De Candofle Seruu Lato (Malvaceae). Doctoral thesis. Cornell University, Ithaca.
New York.
McMahan, Linda R. 1988. Tale ofTwo MaUows. The Center for Plant Conservation. 3: 7.
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NOTES F.ROM THE GARDEN
I have no idea why the ··Friends of the SFASU Arboretum" newsletter never manages to
emerge on time. It is not as if we don' t try. We really do. I can only say that in the hustle and
bustle of Arboretum Horticulture, it's been easy to procrastinate lately. I'm convinced that
procrastination is some kind of strange defiance of authority.
Since the last ·'Friends of the SFASU Arboretum·· Newsletter, the SFASU Arboretum has
reached a new plateau. Developments i.nclude a brand new Board of Advisors, an Arboretum
Volunteer Corps Organization (A VCO), a strategy for the future, and, most important, a boatload
of new plants in the ground to talk about We endured a March 1995 flood, this one doing little
real damage, only making a mess of things for a while. The shade house is brimmingover with
young. plant starts and the propagation beds in the glasshouse are poised for a great 1996. The
bottom Iine is thai we have planted more new plants than at any time in our past and this
new-sletter chronicles all that and more.
THE SFASU ARBORETUM BOARD OF ADVISORS lS FORMED
As a direct result of Arboretum growth, the h.e alth of the living plant coll~tion, and
increased visitation, the SFASU Arboretum Board of Advisors was formed on May 19, 1995.
This group of 40 supporters represents the nursery and landscape industry in Texas,
representatives from the Texas A & M University horticultural extension service, and local
gardening enthusiasts. The Board's purpose is simple: promote the Arboretum ' s mission
statement, provide techni~ help in research and program development, and sol.icit funds to
ensure the Arboretum' s viability and growth in the future.
The approved mission statement of the SFASU Arboretum is to
I.

Promote the conservation, selection and use of the native plants of Texas.

2.

Acquire, evaluate, and promote new and adapted landscal>C plant materials. Promote
plant diversity in the landscape.

3.

Serve as a living laboratory for SFASU students and faculty and. as a horticultural
resource f.or the nursery and landscape industry.

4.

Provide an aesthetic, colorful and educational environment for students, visitors, and
local citizens.

The Goals of the SFASU Arboretum:
I.

Create a first-class Arboretum that is home to a wide diversity of plant materials mixe<l
into a setting of colorfulla.ndscape displays.
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Nemec, Kathy. 1994 HwlSC'US tlasycalyx (Neches River Rose Mallow). US Fish and Wildlife,
Clear Lake Field Office. 1-2.
Royal Horticulture Society Dictionary of Gardening. 1992. The Stockton Press, New York. 564567.

WORK WITH TEXAS TRAILING PHLOX -Phlox nivalls Lodd ssp. texensls.

As a result of interest in working with endangered species.. we have received 20 small
plants of Phlox m~·alts ssp. te:cens1s from Greg Wieland of the Center for Plant Conservation
(CPC). This is one of the rarest. We are now cooperators with this national organization. The
plants represent an excellent germplasm base for the Arboretum to work with. Once occurring
at 17 sites i n Hardin, Polk, and Tyler counties, this species is now only found in the Wild in
Hardin County at two spots. The species is threatened because of habitat loss due to canopy
closure, encroachment by woody vegetation, and soil and vegetation disturbance by man. The
species is considered to be part of the open pine woodlands, a generally sandy soil, dry upland
vegetational panem The plants are herbaceous or subshrubby. Stems tend to spread along the
ground surfac.e and form a carpet-like mat less than six inches high. Because the species is
eve•&~een and reported to grow any time temperatures and moisture levels are right, we have
placed the phlox in the glasshouse under long day conditions. At this writing, the plants are
vigorous, seem healthy and are still very small. We are pushing the plants. hoping to achieve
good size by late spring for cutting colle.ction purposes. Our strategy is to get the collection
backed up .. . and then move numbers up to a point that field reintroductory research work is
possible (several hundred plants). The species is durable but prone to damping off. Many
workers report that seed is a major headache (germination, damping off problems) and reports
indicate varied cutting propaga•ion success. In a telephone query to Bob McCartney at
Woodlandersio Seneca, South Carolina, Bob noted that their general procedure with Phlox
nivalis was a no-mJSt, deep sharply drained media, with two or three time per day waterins under
partial shade (Personal Commuicatioo, 1996).
As a horticulturist, and just looking at the plant and knowing its relatives, I suspect that
the species can be rooted in high numbers. With proper preparation of conditions, seedling
numbers can be built to ensure a heterozygous germplasm base. There's little academic doubt
that there's danger in restricting the genes in this species via using a high percentage of cuttinggrown Phlox in reintroduction work. It is the general consensus among botanists and
borticulturists that reintroduction projects should prefer to work with seedlings whenever
possible. This belps ensure the genetic diversity in the community.
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GARDEN~G

lS BIG Bt:'S~
As IS my nature, I never ure of touting the VJgor and vitality of horticulture as an

1ndustty The green trade is growing at a very fast rate and is the second-most important sector
to U.S. Agr1culture in teons of economiC output. Grower cash receipts for greenhouse and
nursery products rose S-6% in 1994 to more than $10 billion. A 5% increase is predicted for
1995. 1994 retatl expendnures for landscape plants and llo"-ers totaled 31 b11lion dollars.
Increased demand IS directly linked to housing staru, business coostruction, and other economic
factoi'S (employment, unercst rates. etc.). Predicttons: more regulatory challenges, more focus
on en\'ironmena:al protection,
\Wter quaHty. chem1cal use.
International trade agreements: no
major down side. Lmmigration
1994 GR£EN INDUSTRY RETAIL SALES
law changes appear threatening.
More figures to digest (Nursery
CUTfl.OWER.S AND GR£EN
Manager, December. 1925). 1994
157%
BEDDING PLANTS
U.S. retail sales =44.6 billion
10.8%
dollars. Nursery crops, rurfgrass
FLOWERING POT CROP
and other? 59%. Cut flowers
NURSERY, TURF.
~94%
and greens • I5.6%. Bedding
planIS = 10.7"'oo. Potted Oowmng
plams = 8"/o Foliage plants=
6.7%.
GRANTS

One of the ne\er-eoding chores associated with the SFASU Arboretum IS creatively
managing finances.. The SFA Arbonmnn bas established a well-earned reputation of gemng a lot
done at low cost. Here are the successful grant attemptS lately wo.rth mentioning.
The SFASU Aboretum was awarded a 1995 Museum Assessment Program I (MAP r)
grunt by the Lnstitute of Museum Services, Washington, D.C. - S1975. Simply put. this federal
program involves an on-site consultant to evaluate and assist the SfASU Arboretum in setring in
marion a strategic action plan.
Norcross Wildlife foundation, New York, has awarded S4000 for the ~creation of an
endangered plants garden in the SFASU Arboretum."
We have one proposal pending with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service but have heard
nothing in two months.
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UPCOMING PROJECTS
The funding of the endangered plants garden by Norcross Wildlife Foundation is going to
give us a real boost. We are designing a pergola and kiosk for the area j ust off the LaNana
Creek Tratl. One that will have to deal with the· ravages of a flood. Dr. Bill Long, Agricultural
Mechanics professor, is helping me wit.h the design with an eye to the rising water problem.
We will be puttjng in a demonstration drip irrigation plot down the shrub border.
We are hoping to find a little more fundi.ng for a "butterfly garden" to be situated on the
slope near the College Avenue sidewalk.
Here·s one that's planned for Fall, 1996. We have received permission to spell out the
words SFASU on the east-facing grassy slope of the electrical power station that faces the
vegetable garden. There' s enough space to do 60' letters that spell out SFASU. We are talking
about a plant sign that can be seen and recognized by passing airplanes. Until we get to laying it
out. I' m not e.xactly sure what the sign wtlllook like from across the creek at the colliseum. I
saw a living sign that spelled out DAWES at that arborerum; letters hundreds of feet long had
become a visual reference point for high flying air carriers! Ours will be visible from the air but
l'm not sure at just what altitude. My first thought for a species was Jumperus vLrgmJana ' Grey
Owl' - an outstanding variety of the eastern red ·cedar that gets only four feet tall, spreads to six
feet or more, grows slowly, and sports blue-gray foliage. One other plus: this species is
extremely durable if given just a Little attention. Any other suggestions? Our plans are to go
with five gallon plants on a five foot spacing, the letters defined by a copious, continuous layer
of bark mulch. We need about 200 plants. lfyou heat ofanyone with a surplus of five gallon
'Grey Owls,' let us know.

BOOK REVIEWS:

Allan Armitage. 1989. Herbaceous Perennial Plants - A Treatise on their Identification, Culture,
and Garden Attributes. Varsity Press, Inc., Athens, Georgia. 646 pp. Allan Armitage' s name is
tacked alongside new plants, herbaceous perennials and plant evaluation. A professor in the
Horticulture program, University of Georgia, Al!hens, Georgia, Allan has put together years of
contribution to gardening diversity. Excellent reference manual for the dedicated perennials
enthusiast
Peter Valder. 1995. Wisterias. Timber Press. Portland. Oregon. 159 pp. Ok! Ok! Enough is
enough! Someone has to put the brakes on Tim.ber Press. I rarely pass their booth at a
conference or convenuon without leaving laden down and less burdened with cash. Now that I
am on their mailing list, th.ey will always be in the black, I suppose. This is~ book for the
wisteriaphile among us. From the first chapter ..Wisteria or Wistaria?" to the last, this book is
thorough and enjoyable, quickly laying out reasons for some of the confusion between varieties.
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Carole Ottesen. 1995. The Native Plant Primer. Timber Press, Portland, Oregon. 354pp.
Thank you, Sister Sue, for another beautiful book. Another terrific book that features a boatload
of wondn rful pictures of native plants used properly in landscapes. Diversity with a touch of
class.
Kim Tripp and J.C Raulston. 1995. The Year in Trees ... Superb Woody Plants for FourSeason Gardens. Timber Press, Portland, Oregon. 204pp. Special people writing about special
plants. Connoisseur plants, photographs and plant profiles. A must-have book for the plant
enthusiast.
Dorothy Callaway. 1994. The World ofMagnolias. Timber Press, Portland, Oregon. 260 pp.
Dorothy serves as the official registrar for magnolia cultivars and as a member of the Board of
Trustees of the Magnolia Society, Jnc. An excellent guide ... color photos, pen and ink
drawings and discriminating black and white photos.
D.S. Correll and M.C. Johnston. 1979. Manual of the Vascular Plants of Texas. University of
Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas. 1881 pp. I have been searching for this must have
reference book forever. 1 finaUy found one for my library through a book hunter.

Sally Wasowsk:i and Any Wasowski. 1994. Gardening with Native Plants of the South. Taylor
Publishing Company, Dallas, Texas. 196 pp. Thank you, Sister Sue, for another great book for
the library. SaUy' s easy gardening prose, coupled with Andy's talent behind the camera make
this a great read, a coffee table item, and a reference for garden designs using the best native
plants of the south.
William R. Fontenot. 1992. Native Gardening in the So\lth ... A Personal Guide for
Understal'\ding, Appreciating, and Using the Indigenous Plants of Dixie. Personally published by
Prairie Basse, Rt. 2, Box 491 F, Carencro, LA 70520. lSOpp. Bill Fontentot currently serves on
the technical advisory boards of Louisiana Project Wildflower and the Louisiana ofice of the
Nature Conservancy, and as vice-president of the Louisiana Native Plant Society. With his wife,
Lydia, Bill 0\\-115 and operates Prairie Basse, a native plant nursery, herb craft Ol.ltlet, and habitat
landscaping service. This is an another excellent reference manual for the native plants
gardener.
J.C. Raulston. 1993. The Chronicles of the NCSU Arboretum. The NCSU Arboretum.
Department of Horticultural Science. North Carolina State University, Box 7609, Raleigh. NC
27695-7609. 402 pp. Plants, plants plants from one ofthe great living plantmen of our time.
Personally responsible for introducing American gardeners to many new and wonderful plants,
J.C.'s collection of Arboretum newsletters is a must read.
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the by-laws of the SFASU Arboretum Board of Advisors and wiU have its own slate of officers.
A volunteer handbook is complete and is provided to all A VCO members For those of you who
enjoy horuculwre, making things grow, and learning new plants, the SFASU Arboretum offers
plenty of opponunity to serve:
I.

Theme garden curator - An opportunity to w:e on the stewardship of a major garden
area Chores mclude planting, weeding, pruning, mulching and labeling, depending on
the interest and enthusiasm of the volunteer.

2.

Garden guide- Garden guides serve as interpreters for outdoor plant exhibits and
introduce the SFASU Arboretum to visiting groups (School-age and garden clubs,
primarily). Each tour guide (docent) will be provided with a written script that leads the
group through the various collections, a general orientation to the garden and special
training to make the garden tour an enjoyable, educational experience for-visitors.

3.

Greenhouse and shade bouse - A chance to learn techniques of propagation, get
involved with a wide range of plant materials. and understand the growing of plants in
containers. Help us convert a comparnnent of the glasshouse into a conservatory. Chores
include plantmg, weeding, fertilizing, and labeling.

4.

Arboretum Garden Gala Day -The third Saturday in May is the Arboretum's main
event of the year, an opportunity to present the gardens in their peak form. Opportunities
include greeters., registration, handouts and serve as garden guides for groups of ten to
twenty.

5.

Gala Day Plant Sale- The sale is of a large collection of plants grown by the volunteers
at the Arboretu.m. grown at the homes of the volunteers or secured via donanons from
specialty nursenes. Opportunities for service mclude publicity, settmg up the event
(tents, flags, parking), plant labeling and signage, checkers and cashiers.

6.

Label and sign-making - If you would like to help, yet gardening doesn't appeal to you.
there are other opponunities available. The Arboretum always needs label makers for
plants in the Arboretum and in the nursery. In addition, the Gala Day Sale involves
labels for all plant materials.

7.

Producing the annual "color" crop foT the SFASU campus ud the Arboretum - The
horticulture facility is responsible for producing a portion of the annual color that graces
the university campus. Tens of thousands of bedding plants are planted each spring to
supply the needs of coloT beds oo the campus and in the arboretum. A roll-up-yoursleeves opportunity to learn the growing of annuals from seeds and plugs on a large scale
(soil mixing, germinating technjques, proper watering and light requirements).
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THE ARBORETlJM'S .. PLAi'II'T LOCATIO~" ~tAP BOOK IS READY!

Trymg to figure out what ptaniS are where in an Arboretum is always a ITllljOr headache.
We are proud to report that the -smarter, faner, more-legible-than-ever -plant localton- guide
book' IS ready · all -16 pages! After too many hours over the Christmas holidays Slllnng at a
computer screen, pondering old paper maps. squinting at linle slips of paper with barely legible
scribbles on them. and just trying to make sense of it all, we now have a credible map book to
help locate plants. Problems in last year's book have been corrected All text data and plant
numbers on the maps are now legible (my least favorite comment about the '95 book: "Creech,
no one can a.ctually read a point 4 sized font!''). This year, more significant annotation on each
map page gives the reader easier reference points: significant landmarks have been added to
each m.ap (benches. drains, bndges, garden bed shapes, directions to other theme gardens,
telephone poles. building edges, etc.). In plain words: easier orientatio11.. New plants have been
placed into the maps as of a field survey taken in December, 1995. M.QS oftbe plants that ba\·e
died have been removed from the maps. There is an order to this book. The Table of Contents
can serve as a walking tour through the gardens and through the maps. Each theme garden may
have as few as one page; others ha"e up to seven. Ofcou.rse, as to be expected, the project was
coupled wttb a series of interesung computer glitches that always arise when deadhoes approach
(Murphy' s Law).

Last year's map book, our first ever, did meet with an eJllhusiastic audience of students.
nurserymen and plant enthusiasts: however, there were problems and complaints There are
still problems, most dealing wtth the myriad of herbaceous perennials that have 11 way or dying,
spreading, moving to some other home, or just tlat disappearing. Spelling problems here and
there are aggravating. The azaleas in Asian Valley Rows 14 ( 1987 planting) are still not
computer mapped (note: we do have good hand-drawn maps; plants are now almost all relabeled
and a future computer map is planned). At any rate, this map book represeniS moyement toward
one of the Arboretum's major goals: creating annual, accurate. easy-to-follow -plant location..
map books (something that is rare in the Arboretum world). Future goals: I) Improved spelling
and annotalion, 2) Cover sheets between each theme garden section that explain the collection or
maps that follow and gives a general onentationmap for the area. and3) lnde.'< of plants via
scientific name (look up a plant or genus and go to that page). In spite of all we need to do to
impro\'e, this year's book is a s1ep forward Most important I remain more convinced than ever
that a career in computer mapping is not for me.
If you would like a copy, you can pick one up at the main office of the Agriculture
buildmg for S15 or write the Arboretum and we will mall you a copy for S20, to cover the cost of
printing, binding, bandliog and shipptng.
When the wo"1es of the world become a bliTden. there IS always the garden.

GARDEN GALA DAY, MAY 18, 1996

Be sure to mark do\vn on your calendar May 18, 1996: the third Saturday in May. We are
planmng the biggest Gnla ever. The key word here is planning. AVCO's volunteers will be
ok, .. maybe all of the details associated with the event Most of
taking on more and more
you who have attended know that this is a fun-filled, plant-packed day !hat j ust seems to happen.
The 1995 event was a good one (estimated 600+ total day attendan.ce) but improvement
opportunities are boundless. AVCO will make this event a big one in Nacogdoches.

MD..L CREEK GARDE~S
The most significant outreach resourc-e of the SFASU Arboretum, Mill Creek Gardens,
is now in place: an endowment for a I 19-acre conservation easement agreement given as a gift
from the late Mrs. Elisabeth Hayter Montgomery. The use of this fund and its handling is rather
simple. Tbe endowment will fund research and development activities on that property: projects
that promote the conservation, selection and use of the naove plants of Texas and the testing of
new plant materials for Texas. This is a broad arena of horticulture and botany and the site is
perfect. The I 19-acre natural area is six miles west of the university, easy to access, and offers
a unique mix of wetland, mesic mid-slopes and xeric uplands. These are very positive attributes
if managed properly. The gift was featured in the Sawdust, April 1995 issue, p 14.
lt is difficult to express in words just what this development means in teons of
opportunity and potential. It is a significant gift, one that developed over a period of seven
years. A native of Nacogdoches, Elisabeth Hayter Montgomery grew up romping in the forest
shade of what is now the SfA campus. While sbe never lost her Jove for the forests of deep East
Texas, she and her husband, Pete, senled in the Texas HiU Country. Over the years she
remained in touch with her Nacogdoches friends and developed a close working relationship
with SFA Horticulture. The Hayter family established a large blueberry field on family land and
Elisabeth was responsible for creating a conservation strategy for the special plants, habitats, and
ecosystems of that property. Prior to her death, Mrs. Montgomery estabHshed the Sam B. And
Penelope Hayter Mill Creek Garden and Plant Sanctuary Endowment in memory of her parents.
EUGE~

STERNE PARK PLANTIXG

On December 14, 1995, the SFA Horticulture Club planted 20 teo-foot Sycamore trees a.t
a spacing of ten feet apart· along the front of this newest park along Main Street The trees have
been pollarded for two years at the SFA Horticulture facility and will be maintained at the park
in thJs fashion for many years ahead. Po!larding is an old world practice that involves
maintaining a straight trunk of eight to ten feet with three or four primary scaffolds arising from
that potnt and maintaining them there indefinitely by cutting back all growth each year to the
main branches. The practice was used in Europe as a source of kindling and firewood; the
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scaffolds were set at a height that kept branches and foliage above the hungry mouths of
ljvestock. The planting was featured in the Nacogdoches daily newspaper, The Daily Sentinel,
on December 15, 1995 (Vol. 96, No. 159).

PLANTS! PLA."H
' S! PLANTS!
Those ofyou who have been wading (muddling?) through this newsletter may have
reached this point without noticing that hardly a word has been said about plants. While this is
not the worst of cardinal sins, 1t's close. 1995 was not only a great ··step forward year... for the
Arboretum in tenns of organization. programs and activities, it was the best year ever in tenns of
new plants acquired, plants developed in our facility and those given a new home in the gardens.
The Arboretum has made a strong jump in~ with several new " theme'' gardens in place and
two in the planning .stages. Better yet, of the 500 woody and herbacous species new to the
garden, many are really choice plants in terms oiftheir rarity and quality. Here are a few of the
changes:

I.
T he - Great Sbrub Border" is a new planting set in the fall, 1995. T he border displays
prom1sing landscape shrubs in a six-foot-apart, side-by-side comparison. The one hundred plants
that make up the border are a mixed, somewhat odd collection of mostly evergreen shrubs that
reach various sizes at maturity, from small(< 4') to mid-sized (4- 10'). This new shrub
collection has been planted in an unlikely location: an out-of~the-way strip of land that lies
between the two Art buildings. There is ..some" organization to the border. For instance, one
interesting collection, about fifteen varieties of I lex crenata, the Japanese Holly, lies next to the
sidewalk that runs along the east face of the Art building to Wilson Drive. Varieties include
·sky Pencil; 'Golden Helleri,' ' Nakada,' 'Glass.' ·sentinel,' ' Steed's Upright,· ' Beehive,·
' C herokee,' ·variegata,' ·Glory,' 'Snowflake,' ' NCSU Bed 14,' ' Contorta, · ' Excelsa
Schwoebel,' and ' Yellow-fruited' . Every fourth plant in this section of the shrub borderis a
seedling of Euschapisjaponica, a rare small tree/shrub from Japan and China; these are
seedlings from SFA Arboretum trees planted in 1989 in Asian valley (originals were grafted
liners via NCSU). We have given away about 30 of our progeny and planted these five (the five ,
incidentally, that were largest in the can).
Further down the shrub border. the collection breaks into a barrage of varied shrubs. ln
one section. five varieties of Osmanthus heterophyllus are planted side by side: 'Gold Top, •
' GoshOO,' ' Kembu,' rastigata,' and 'Osaba' 'Oosh1lu' is the most striking with a salt and
pepper variegation and an eye-appealing growth habit. Osmamhus heterophyllus is known as
false holly, this evergreen holly imitator comes in a variety of fonn, leaf shapes and varieganon.
Other interesting plants include: flex vomuon a -Field's Select' (curting grown from the
Sandhilis Community CoLLege, North Carolina). Pm osporurn tob1ra 'Tall ·n Tough' (a hardy
strain from the NCSU Arboretum), Abelia X grandiflora 'compacta; ' John Creech' and
·Edward Goucher,' Heptarxx.bum m1coniodes (another species that we have managed to kill
several times in the past), 1/hciurn henryi (probably the best anise shrub for east Texas
landscapes; we have an outstandjng 8' specimen on the south side of the bog garden), Oraa
Japomca, L1gustrum smense ' Wimbisru' (bizarre, dwarf, little-leafed, contort.e d privet- what has
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the world come to!), Vtbumum setigerum, flex glabra 'NCSU Bed E IT (another species that we
are trymg to p111 together man extensive collection of varieties), Neiflla smensiS, Forsythia
knreono, Vtburnum obovaJum, Forsythw X ' Fiesta' (bright variegation), A1olphtg ta glubro
' nana.' ffe.,T opoca ' William Hawkins· (tiny-lea"ed.. dwarf American holly), Xylosmo congesw ,
Euony m us Japom cu ·Bekko masaki,' Sarcoca hookeranu, ChionanJhus :hetagensts, and
Plulaclelphu:; spp. HNT 73419 (Mexico).
2. The ..Vending Building Garden" is a small but very important collection planted in the Jane
that lies between the Physical plant and the Vending building; both of these buildings front
Wilson drive. Off the record, we are referring to this little garden area as the "James Harkness
Smoking and Thinking Garden."' simply because the spot serves as a meeting site for many of
the workers in the Physic-al Plant building, including James and, of course. James is the Director.
These are the folks, of course, that make SFA ··run.·· From Grounds to Transportation to
Uuhties to making things happen, the Physical plant staff help make SFA the terrific place that it
is. In my experience, SFA is 11nique among many peer insrirutions in that Horticulture and
Grounds actually cooperate with each other and get along right smartly. This little garden
received a first planting in the winter of 1994-95: a collection of rare Gamel/la varieties from
Camellia forest Nursery interplanted with 'Carror's Rose' azalea. A 6' Styraxjapomca 'Pink
Chimes' and a 7' Acer polmatum ·Sango kaku,' are two of small specimen trees doing well in the
shade of a big loblolly pine. All survived the first year of establishment. ·Sango kaku' is an
o11tstanding coral bark Japanese maple; with good growth and enough sun, small limbs and twigs
take on a bright red bark color that provides garden interest dwing the winter. The tree is a
special gift from TreeSearch Farms in Houston. We have chosen this spot to test a few
Rhododendrons for heat tolerance; ·Trudy Webster,· Sunrise,' and 'President Roosevelt' plants
set and mulched in.
A real boost to the garden came in November, 1995. We planted a special collection of
Mahonias: one Mahonia ' Arthur Menzies ' ( a hybrid of M. beale1 and M. /omarifolla), three
cultivars of Mahoma X medta (M. Japomca X M. lomarifolia), ' Lionel Fortescue·. ' Underway.'
and ·Winter S11n,' and plants of M. beale1, M. Jortlmei, and M. gracilis. We will be adding other
Mahonia species and varieties to this small spot in the years ahead.
Just across the lane and lying on the north side of Vending is a side-by-side planting of
Loropetalum chmense, the Chinese witcbhazel. This is a hot ·-new" plant that has found great
popularity on the east coast and is bound to make a big mark in Texas landscapes, particularly
East Texas landscapes. Many big nurseries have taken to thjs species with a vigor; new named
varieties seem to emerge almost monthly, mainly released becai1Se of flower or foliage color
differences ... or just the excitement of naming something. Exc-ellent plant for part-shade and
azalea-like planting conditions. Tendency to make a small tree or large shrub if left unpruned.
Outstanding in bloom, cultivars of this species will inevitably make a big splash in East Texas in
the next decade.
On the east side of the Vending building lies a collection of abou1 twenty conifers and
hollies. There are some very special plants in this small garden bed. Plants include Abies firma.
Torreya grandis, Foelcmta hodgmsii (our first to thrive; previollS plantings received too m11ch
sun and not enough water and we killed them), flex latifo!ta, Raphtolepts umbeflata ' Blueberry

